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3INCE  THE END OF  THE #OLD 7AR DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE HAS BECOME AN 
EXPLICIT AND INCREASINGLY LARGE COMPONENT OF MANY BILATERAL AND MULTI
LATERAL AID PROGRAMS 4HIS IS IN SHARP CONTRAST TO THE #OLD 7AR PERIOD IT
SELF WHEN DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WAS EITHER ABSENT ENTIRELY FROM DONORSq 
PORTFOLIOS OR WAS  SIMPLY  THE BYPRODUCT OF OTHER PROGRAMS 4HE  RECENT 
EXPANSION  OF  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE  ALONG  WITH  THE  53LED  MILITARY 
CAMPAIGNS IN )RAQ AND !FGHANISTAN HAS SPURRED A SPIRITED DEBATE ON THE 
ETHICS AND EFFICACY OF DEMOCRACYPROMOTION ACTIVITIES 9ET TOO LITTLE IS 
KNOWN ABOUT THE OVERALL TRENDS IN 53 DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE SINCE THE 
END OF  THE #OLD 7AR 4HIS ESSAY FILLS  THAT GAP AND  IN SO DOING PLACES 
)RAQ WITHIN THE BROADER CONTEXT OF WHAT THE 5NITED 3TATES HAS DONE IN THE 
REALM OF DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WORLDWIDE SINCE 
  $EMOCRACY ASSISTANCE IS NOW AMONG THE TOP CATEGORIES TO WHICH THE 
5NITED 3TATES !GENCY  FOR  )NTERNATIONAL $EVELOPMENT  53!)$	 DIRECTS 
FUNDS THE ONLY LARGER ONES BEING HEALTH AND WHAT 53!)$ CALLS AGRICUL
TURE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH  )N  BY CONTRAST AS  THE #OLD 7AR WAS 
NEARING ITS END DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WAS NEAR THE BOTTOM AHEAD ONLY 
OF FUNDING FOR HUMANITARIAN CONCERNS )N BRIEF WHAT BEGAN AS A LARGELY 
REGIONAL  EFFORT  IN ,ATIN !MERICA  IN  THE  LATE  S  HAS  NOW BECOME  A 
WORLDWIDE  ENDEAVORvONE  THAT  HAS  EXPANDED  IN MAGNITUDE  AND DIVER
SITY AND THAT HAS BRANCHED OUT INTO AREAS SUCH AS GOVERNANCE THAT IN THE 
EARLY S RECEIVED ONLY SCANT ATTENTION  
*OURNAL OF $EMOCRACY  6OLUME   .UMBER   !PRIL 
  .ATIONAL %NDOWMENT FOR $EMOCRACY AND 4HE *OHNS (OPKINS 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
4RENDS IN $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE
$INORAH !ZPURU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 !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON
  )N  THE  POSTu#OLD 7AR  ERA 53  FOREIGNPOLICY  DISCOURSE  HAS  CONSIS
TENTLY  UNDERSCORED  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  AID  DESIGNED  TO  FOSTER  DEMOCRACY 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0RESIDENTS "ILL #LINTON AND 'EORGE 7 "USH 
BOTH  HAVE  EMPHASIZED  THAT  SUPPORTING  THE  GROWTH  OF  DEMOCRACY  IN  THE 
WORLD  IS AN ESSENTIAL  TASK 0RESIDENT #LIN
TON IN HIS  3TATE OF THE 5NION ADDRESS 
CALLED THE PROMOTION OF DEMOCRACY AND HU
MAN RIGHTS THE rTHIRD PILLARs OF HIS FOREIGN
POLICY  AGENDA  AND  0RESIDENT  "USH  HAS 
TIME AND AGAIN HIGHLIGHTED THE PROMINENCE 
THAT DEMOCRACY BUILDING AROUND THE WORLD 
TAKES AMONG HIS FOREIGNPOLICY GOALS 
  "EFORE BEGINNING IT IS VITAL TO MAKE A 
CONCEPTUAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN DEMOCRA
CY  PROMOTION  AND  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE 
AS  THIS  ESSAY  FOCUSES  EXCLUSIVELY  ON  THE 
LATTER  $EMOCRACY  PROMOTION  REFERS  TO  AN  ARRAY  OF MEASURES  AIMED  AT 
ESTABLISHING STRENGTHENING OR DEFENDING DEMOCRACY IN A GIVEN COUNTRY 
3UCH MEASURES MAY  RANGE  FROM  DIPLOMATIC  PRESSURE  TO  CONDITIONALITY 
ON DEVELOPMENT AID TO ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND EVEN TO MILITARY INTER
VENTION  $EMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE  IS  A  FORM  OF  DEMOCRACY  PROMOTION  )T 
PROVIDES FUNDS OR DIRECT ASSISTANCE TO GOVERNMENTS INSTITUTIONS OR CIVIL 
SOCIETY ACTORS THAT ARE WORKING EITHER TO STRENGTHEN AN EMERGING DEMOC
RACY OR TO FOSTER CONDITIONS THAT COULD LEAD TO DEMOCRACYqS RISE WHERE A 
NONDEMOCRATIC REGIME HOLDS POWER 4HIS ANALYSIS EXAMINES DEMOCRACY 
ASSISTANCE ONLYvWHAT 4HOMAS #AROTHERS HAS CALLED rTHE QUIET SIDEs OF 
53 DEMOCRACY PROMOTION 
  5NTIL NOW THE ABSENCE OF COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC DATA ON THE 
MAGNITUDE  AND  DISTRIBUTION  OF  53  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCEvWHERE  ON 
WHAT AND IN WHICH QUANTITIES THESE FUNDS HAVE BEEN SPENTvHAS PREVENT
ED  ANALYSTS  FROM  IDENTIFYING  PATTERNS  OF  ASSISTANCE  AND  HAS  FRUSTRATED 
RIGOROUS EMPIRICAL RESEARCH INTO DEMOCRACY AIDqS IMPACT %ARLIER STUDIES 
REST ON DATA REGARDING FOREIGN ASSISTANCE THAT FAIL TO DISTINGUISH DEMOC
RACY ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT AID /UR USE HERE OF A 
NEWLY  ASSEMBLED  DATASET  SHOWING  ALL  53  FOREIGNASSISTANCE  THROUGH 
53!)$  OVER  A  SIXTEENYEAR  PERIOD    THROUGH  	  ALLOWS  US  TO 
CLARIFY SOME OF THOSE QUESTIONS AND TO IDENTIFY PATTERNS IN THE DATA /UR 
MAJOR AIM IS TO DESCRIBE WHERE 53 DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WENT DURING 
THOSE YEARS AND IN WHAT AMOUNTS USING THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE MULTI
YEAR DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE SO AS TO PROVIDE A SOLID POINT OF DEPARTURE 
FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
  4HIS  ANALYSIS WILL  CLEAR  UP  AT  LEAST  SOME OF  THE  CONFUSION  AND  AM
BIGUITIES  THAT  CURRENTLY  MUDDY  THE  TOPIC  OF  53  DEMOCRACY  AID  4HE 
DATABASE WE USE TRACKS 53!)$ DEMOCRACYASSISTANCE FUNDS FROM  
TO  AND COMPRISES  RECORDS  THAT CAPTURE  THE COMPOSITION OF 
Because budgets reﬂect 
priorities it is fair to 
assume that if democ-
racy assistance is a 
top issue on the U.S. 
foreign-policy agenda
resources will be allo-
cated accordingly.
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53!)$ BUDGETS FOR SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES IN ALL SECTORS FOR THAT PERIOD 4HE 
DATASET  CONTAINS  THE MOST  EXTENSIVE AND  FINELY GRAINED  INFORMATION ON 
53!)$ EXPENDITURES IN THE DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE SECTOR HEREAFTER 
$'	 CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR SCHOLARLY ANALYSIS 
$EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE IN THE &OREIGN!ID "UDGET
  "ECAUSE BUDGETS REFLECT PRIORITIES IT IS FAIR TO ASSUME THAT IF DEMOC
RACY ASSISTANCE IS A TOP ISSUE ON THE 53 FOREIGNPOLICY AGENDA RESOURCES 
WILL BE ALLOCATED ACCORDINGLY 4HIS FIRST EXPLORATION OF THE DATA SEEKS TO 
DETERMINE HOW DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE RANKS IN COMPARISON TO OTHER TYPES 
OF AID PROVIDED BY THE 5NITED 3TATES VIA 53!)$ ! MULTIYEAR ANALYSIS OF 
THE DATA SHOWS THAT 53!)$qS DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WORLDWIDE WAS QUITE 
LIMITED IN THE EARLY S BUT HAS BEEN STEADILY GROWING EVEN RELATIVE TO 
OTHER FORMS OF ASSISTANCE AND EVEN WHEN WE APPLY CONTROLS TO TAKE INFLA
TION  INTO  ACCOUNT  )N  CONSTANT  	 DOLLARS  DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE  IN
CREASED FROM 53 MILLION IN  TO  MILLION BY  )N CURRENT 
DOLLARS THE EXPANSION REPRESENTED A ROUGHLY TENFOLD INCREASE FROM  
MILLION IN  TO MORE THAN  BILLION IN  )N TERMS OF THE OVERALL 
53!)$ BUDGET $' REPRESENTED ONLY  PERCENT OF THE TOTAL IN  A 
FIGURE THAT GREW TO  PERCENT BY  -OREOVER THE SCOPE OF ASSIS
TANCE HAS EXPANDED NOT ONLY IN DOLLARS BUT ALSO IN TERMS OF GEOGRAPHICAL 
COVERAGE AND THE NUMBER OF SUBSECTORS THAT HAVE RECEIVED FUNDS 
  4HE INCREASE IN $' ASSISTANCE IS SHOWN IN 4ABLE  WHICH TRACKS THE 
OUTLAYS  IN  ALL  CATEGORIES OF 53!)$ ASSISTANCE  FOR  THE  SIXTEENYEAR PE
RIOD  )N  OUTLAYS  FOR $'  LAGGED  FAR BEHIND  THOSE  FOR  THE AGRICUL
TURE AND GROWTH HEALTH EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENT SECTORS "Y  
HOWEVER $'  HAD  SURPASSED  EDUCATION  AND  BY    IT  HAD  OVERTAKEN 
ENVIRONMENTAL FUNDING TO BECOME THE THIRDLARGEST CATEGORY OF 53!)$ 
EXPENDITURES .OTE THAT THESE CHANGES CAME BEFORE THE EVEN GREATER IN
CREASES THAT SWELLED THE $' BUDGET AFTER THE START OF MILITARY OPERATIONS 
IN !FGHANISTAN /CTOBER 	 AND )RAQ -ARCH 	 #LEARLY DEMOC
RACY ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN A RISING PRIORITY FOR  THE 5NITED 3TATES AT  LEAST 
SINCE vA TREND THAT PREDATES THE TERRORIST ATTACKS OF 3EPTEMBER  
 BUT WHICH ACCELERATED IN THE AFTERMATH OF THOSE ASSAULTS
  )T  IS ALSO INSTRUCTIVE TO EXAMINE THE RELATIVE SHARE OF 53!)$qS TOTAL 
$' DISBURSEMENTS IN THE DIFFERENT REGIONS OF THE WORLD VIS@AVIS OTHER 
TYPES OF ASSISTANCE )N SOME LOCALITIES $' ASSISTANCE HAS BECOME ONE 
OF THE LARGEST ELEMENTS IN THE 53 FOREIGNAID PORTFOLIO 4HIS IS TRUE FOR 
EXAMPLE IN THE FORMER 3OVIETSATELLITE COUNTRIES OF #ENTRAL AND %ASTERN 
%UROPE WHERE $' AID FORMED LESS THAN  PERCENT OF 53!)$qS REGION
AL SPENDING UP TO  &ROM  ON $' ASSISTANCE TO THE COUNTRIES 
OF  THIS  REGION  BEGAN  TO  INCREASE  UNTIL  IN    IT  ACCOUNTED  FOR  NEARLY 
HALF THE FUNDS ALLOCATED THERE 53!)$ DEMOCRACY PROGRAMS IN %URASIAN 
STATES SUCH AS 5KRAINE BEGAN IN  AND UNTIL  THEY REPRESENTED 
$INORAH !ZPURU 3TEVEN % &INKEL !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON
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ONLY  ABOUT  A  TENTH  OF  ALL  THE  53!)$ MONEY  FLOWING  INTO  THE  REGION 
!FTER  HOWEVER $' FUNDING STEADILY INCREASED FROM  PERCENT OF 
53!)$qS TOTAL FUNDING TO %URASIA THAT YEAR TO  PERCENT IN  !CROSS 
THE REST OF  THE GLOBE $' ASSISTANCE HAS NOT BULKED QUITE SO  LARGE VIS
@AVIS OTHER TYPES OF 53 AID )N  FOR INSTANCE 53!)$ SPENT ABOUT 
 PERCENT OF ITS TOTAL ,ATIN !MERICAN BUDGET  PERCENT OF ITS -IDDLE 
%ASTERN BUDGET  PERCENT OF ITS !FRICAN BUDGET AND JUST  PERCENT OF ITS 
!SIAN BUDGET ON AID TO PROMOTE DEMOCRACY AND IMPROVE GOVERNANCE 
  7E HAVE EXAMINED DEMOCRACY FUNDING IN COMPARISON TO OTHER TYPES 
OF  ASSISTANCE  ACROSS  THE  VARIOUS  GLOBAL  REGIONS  "UT  HOW  DO  REGIONAL 
TOTALS FOR DEMOCRACY FUNDING COMPARE TO ONE ANOTHER 4HE REGIONAL AL
LOCATION OF DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE HELPS  TO PAINT  A PICTURE OF 53!)$qS 
PRIORITIES DURING THE PERIOD UNDER STUDY "ETWEEN  AND  ,ATIN 
!MERICA AND THE #ARIBBEAN RECEIVED THE LARGEST AGGREGATE SHARE  PER
CENT	 OF 53!)$ DEMOCRACY FUNDS FOLLOWED BY THE -IDDLE %AST !FRICA 
%URASIA AND %UROPE WITH ABOUT  PERCENT IN EACH CASE SEE 4ABLE 	 
#OMPARATIVELY !SIA RECEIVED THE SMALLEST SHARE OF THE $' AID PROVIDED 
BY 53!)$ DURING THAT PERIOD GETTING ONLY  PERCENT OF THE TOTAL /VER
ALL  THOUGH  THERE APPEARS  TO BE SURPRISINGLY  LITTLE  REGIONAL VARIATION  IN 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE 
  9ET WHEN WE EXAMINE  THE  LAST COLUMN IN 4ABLE  WE SEE  THAT ON A 
PERCOUNTRY  BASIS  THE  DIFFERENCES  ARE  SHARP  %XCLUDING  THE  0ACIFICIS
LAND REGION OF /CEANIA !FRICAN COUNTRIES RECEIVED THE LOWEST ALLOCATION 
PER COUNTRY WHILE  THE  FORMER 3OVIET "LOC  RECEIVED  THE HIGHEST 3OME 
OF THESE DIFFERENCES ARE IN PART A RESPONSE TO THE VARIATION IN PERCAPITA 
'.0 BUT MUCH OF THE $' FUNDING IS SPENT IN WAYS THAT VARY LITTLE FROM 
ONE REGION OF THE WORLD TO ANOTHERvCONTRACTS FOR INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR EXAMPLEvAND THUS THE VARIATION REFLECTS REAL DIFFERENCES 
IN THE AMOUNT OF $' rEFFORTs PER COUNTRY 4HERE ARE MOREOVER SHARPER 
DISTINCTIONS IN THE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OVER TIME AS 4ABLE  ON P  
SHOWS 
   7HEREAS IN THE EARLY S ,ATIN !MERICA WAS RECEIVING THE LARGEST 
53  INVESTMENT  IN  DEMOCRACYvGARNERING    PERCENT  OF  THE  TOTAL  DE
MOCRACY ASSISTANCE BUDGET IN vIN THE YEARS SINCE THEN THE RELATIVE 
INVESTMENT IN DEMOCRACY IN THAT REGION HAS DECLINED SIGNIFICANTLY 4HIS 
PATTERN OF  SPENDING NO DOUBT  REFLECTS  THE  SUCCESS  THAT ,ATIN !MERICAN 
COUNTRIES  HAD  BEGINNING  IN  THE  S  AT  MAKING  THE  TRANSITION  FROM 
AUTHORITARIANISM TO DEMOCRACY )N CONSTANT DOLLARS 53!)$qS $' BUDGET 
FOR ,ATIN !MERICA GREW AT A FAR SLOWER RATE ABOUT  PERCENT BETWEEN 
 AND 	 THAN THE OVERALL DEMOCRACY BUDGET  PERCENT IN THE 
SAME  PERIOD	  4HUS  THE  REGIONqS  SHARE  OF  THE  TOTAL  $'  BUDGET  SHRANK 
CONSIDERABLY )N  AS COUNTRIES THAT HAD ONCE BELONGED TO THE 3OVIET 
SPHERE WERE  LEAVING  COMMUNISM BEHIND %URASIA  TOOK  THE  LEAD  AS  THE 
MAIN $' FUNDING RECIPIENT REGION )T SHOULD BE NOTED HOWEVER THAT BY 
THE S THE VARIANCE BETWEEN REGIONS HAD ALREADY BECOME SMALLER AND 
$INORAH !ZPURU 3TEVEN % &INKEL !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON
BETWEEN    AND    DEMOCRACY  AID  BECAME MORE  EVENLY  DIVIDED 
AMONG MOST REGIONS /CEANIA EXCEPTED
  4HE WARS IN !FGHANISTAN AND )RAQ HAVE PRODUCED THE SHARPEST CHANGE 
IN  DEMOCRACY  SPENDING  SINCE    4HERE WAS  A  DRAMATIC  INCREASE  IN 
DEMOCRACY AID TO THE -IDDLE %AST AND THE -EDITERRANEAN IN  WHICH 
CAN BE EXPLAINED ENTIRELY BY THE INFUSION OF FUNDS INTO POSTINVASION )RAQ 
WHICH REPRESENTED  PERCENT OF THE DEMOCRACY BUDGET FOR THE -IDDLE 
%AST  IN     PERCENT  IN    AND  PERCENT  IN  	 ,IKEWISE 
DEMOCRACY FUNDING TO !SIA WHICH INCLUDES !FGHANISTAN INCREASED DRA
MATICALLY AFTER  4OGETHER FUNDS ALLOCATED TO )RAQ AND !FGHANISTAN 
ALONE  REPRESENTED  PERCENT OF  THE  TOTAL DEMOCRACY BUDGET  FOR ALL  RE
GIONS IN   PERCENT IN  AND  PERCENT IN  4HE HEAVY 
ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO THESE TWO COUNTRIES HAS MEANT A SHIFT OF RESOURCES 
AWAY FROM OTHER AREAS OF THE WORLD
  )T IS OFTEN SAID THAT 7ESTERN DONORS ARE SATISFIED SIMPLY TO SEE ELEC
TORAL OR PROCEDURAL DEMOCRACIES SET UP IN COUNTRIES THAT PREVIOUSLY HAD 
AUTHORITARIAN  GOVERNMENTS  "UT  DOES  THIS  MEAN  THAT  DEMOCRACY  ASSIS
4!",% v$)342)"54)/. /& 53 $%-/#2!#9 !33)34!.#% 
"9 2%')/. u

2EGION 4OTAL 
$EMOCRACY 
!SSISTANCE 
!LLOCATED TO 
2EGION
2EGION AS 
0ERCENTAGE 
OF 
7ORLDWIDE 
$'
.UMBER 
OF 
#OUNTRIES 
IN 2EGION
.UMBER OF 
2ECIPIENTS 
OF 
$EMOCRACY 
!SSISTANCE
!VERAGE 
&UNDING PER 
2ECIPIENT 
#OUNTRY IN 
THAT 2EGION 
OVER 0ERIOD
,ATIN !MERICA 
AND THE 
#ARIBBEAN
    
-IDDLE %AST AND 
THE -EDITERRANEAN     
!FRICA     
%URASIA FORMER 
3OVIET STATES	     
%UROPE FORMER 
COMMUNIST 
COUNTRIES	
    
!SIA     
/CEANIA 0ACIFIC 
)SLANDS	  v   
.ORTH !MERICA v v   NA
#ROSS2EGIONAL 
0ROGRAMS   NA NA NA
4OTAL     

 4OTALS EXPRESSED IN MILLIONS OF CONSTANT  53 DOLLARS
 4OTALS FOR REGIONS INCLUDE REGIONWIDE PROGRAMS COVERING MULTIPLE COUNTRIES
 4OTAL FOR 2EGION.UMBER OF 2ECIPIENTS
 .ORTH !MERICA IS A RESIDUAL REGIONAL CATEGORY APPLIED TO #ANADA -EXICO IS INCLUDED IN ,ATIN !MERICA	
 *OURNAL OF $EMOCRACY
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$INORAH !ZPURU 3TEVEN % &INKEL !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON
TANCE  IS  GEARED  ONLY  TOWARD  HOLDING  rFREE  AND  FAIRs  ELECTIONS  3OME 
YEARS AGO 0ETER "URNELL NOTED THAT INTERNATIONAL ATTENTION WAS SHIFTING 
AWAY FROM THE PROMOTION OF ELECTIONS TO OTHER KINDS OF ASSISTANCE SUCH 
AS CIVIL SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT 4O ASSESS WHETHER ELECTIONS IN FACT HAVE 
BEEN THE MAIN GOAL OF 53 DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE WE HAVE EXAMINED THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF AID AMONG  THE  FOUR SUBSECTORS OF DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE 
IDENTIFIED BY 53!)$ %LECTIONS AND 0OLITICAL 0ROCESSES 2ULE OF ,AW 
#IVIL 3OCIETY AND 'OVERNANCE 
  !S 4ABLE  SHOWS IN THE POSTu#OLD 7AR ERA THE #IVIL 3OCIETY SUBSEC
TOR NOT %LECTIONS HAS RECEIVED THE BULK OF 53!)$qS DEMOCRACY ASSIS
TANCE  PERCENT OF THE TOTAL	 FOLLOWED BY 'OVERNANCE WHICH GARNERS 
BETWEEN A QUARTER AND A THIRD OF THE TOTAL AID  PERCENT	 "Y CONTRAST 
INVESTMENT IN THE 2ULE OF ,AW HAS AMOUNTED TO A MERE  PERCENT OF THE 
TOTAL AND ONLY  PERCENT HAS GONE TO SUPPORT ELECTORAL PROCESSES 7HILE 
#IVIL 3OCIETY WAS LONG THE STEADY LEADER THE 'OVERNANCE SUBSECTOR HAS 
EXPANDED MARKEDLY OVER THE YEARS SURPASSING EVEN #IVIL 3OCIETY AFTER 
  4HIS  AREA  OF  GROWTH  IS  A  REFLECTION  OF  THE  RISING  CONCERN  OVER 
CORRUPTION AND HOW TO CONTROL  IT AS WELL AS  THE INCREASING ATTENTION TO 
DECENTRALIZATION AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
  4HE DISTRIBUTION OF AID BY SUBSECTOR HAS VARIED ACROSS REGIONS OF THE 
WORLD )N MOST CIVIL SOCIETYvAND NOT THE ELECTORAL PROCESSvHAS COME 
IN FOR THE LIONqS SHARE OF AID )N %ASTERN %UROPE AND %URASIA FOR EXAMPLE 
CIVIL SOCIETY ASSISTANCE HAS COMPRISED ALMOST HALF THE TOTAL DEMOCRACY AID 
OVER THE YEARS )N THE -IDDLE %AST ON THE OTHER HAND THE MAJORITY OF $' 
ASSISTANCE HAS GONE  TO GOVERNANCE PROGRAMS  )N ,ATIN !MERICA MEAN
WHILE THE RULE OF LAW HAS BEEN THE DOMINANT SUBSECTOR "Y CONTRAST THE 
RULE OF LAW HAS BEEN THE LOWESTFUNDED SECTOR IN THE FORMER COMMUNIST 
COUNTRIES OF %UROPE %LECTORAL  ASSISTANCE  IS  RELATIVELY  LOW EVERYWHERE 
BUT ESPECIALLY IN THE -IDDLE %AST %ASTERN %UROPE AND %URASIA 
4HE 53 2ECORD ON $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE
  4HE DATA  SHOW  THAT 53!)$qS DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE  REFLECTS A  LONG
TERM 53 COMMITMENT TO FURTHERING DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT IN PARTICU
4!",% v$)342)"54)/. /& 53 $%-/#2!#9 !33)34!.#% 
"9 3%#4/2 u

35"3%#4/2 4/4!, 0%2#%.4!'% /& 4/4!,
%LECTIONS  
2ULE OF ,AW  
'OVERNANCE  
#IVIL 3OCIETY  
4OTAL  
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LAR COUNTRIES  RATHER  THAN A QUICKFIX APPROACH LASTING ONLY ONE OR  TWO 
YEARS -ANY OF  THE COUNTRIES  THAT HAVE  RECEIVED DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE 
HAVE DONE SO  FOR  LONG PERIODS DURING  THE SIXTEEN YEARS  TRACKED  IN  THIS 
STUDY THE MEDIAN NUMBER OF YEARS DURING WHICH THE COUNTRIES RECEIVED 
SUCH ASSISTANCE WAS  YEARS ,ATIN !MERICAN COUNTRIES WHICH BE
GAN TO DEMOCRATIZE TWENTY YEARS AGO ARE A GOOD EXAMPLE AS THEY HAVE 
RECEIVED DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE DURING THE ENTIRE PERIOD UNDER STUDY 
  4HE  INCREASES  IN 53!)$ $EMOCRACY  AND 'OVERNANCE  EXPENDITURES 
SINCE   REFLECT  A  CLEAR  SHIFT  IN 53 PRIORITIES  REGARDING DEMOCRACY 
ASSISTANCE ONE  THAT PREDATED  THE CONTROVERSIAL MILITARY ACTIONS  IN !F
GHANISTAN  AND  )RAQ  $EMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE  HAD  ALREADY  RISEN  BY   
TO BECOME ONE OF  THE  LARGEST CATEGORIES OF 53!)$ OUTLAYS WORLDWIDE 
WITH A PARTICULAR FOCUS ON REGIONS SUCH AS %ASTERN %UROPE &URTHERMORE 
THE DATA SHOW THAT ELECTORAL ASSISTANCE PER SE HAS BEEN ONLY ONE AREA IN 
WHICH DEMOCRACY FUNDS HAVE BEEN  INVESTED AND CLEARLY NOT  THE MAJOR 
ONE 
  )N FACT CIVIL SOCIETY HAS BEEN THE KEY AREA OF INTERVENTIONvA SIGN THAT 
53!)$ DEMOCRACY FUNDING AIMS TO PROMOTE MORE THAN THE MERELY PRO
CEDURAL DIMENSIONS OF DEMOCRACY -OREOVER THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEMOC
RACY ASSISTANCE WITHIN EACH SUBSECTOR VARIES BY REGIONvIN OTHER WORDS 
THERE IS NO rONESIZEFITSALLs MODEL &INALLY THE DATA SHOW THAT DEMOC
RACY ASSISTANCE IS TYPICALLY NOT SHORTTERM 2ATHER AT THE COUNTRY LEVEL 
53!)$ ON AVERAGE HAS PROVIDED DEMOCRACY AID FOR ABOUT A DECADE
  3CHOLARS COMMITTED DEMOCRATS AROUND THE WORLD AND PERHAPS EVEN 
53 TAXPAYERS MAY WONDER TO WHAT EXTENT 53 FOREIGN ASSISTANCE HAS 
BEEN AN EFFECTIVE MECHANISM FOR SUPPORTING DEMOCRACY ABROAD )T IS UN
LIKELY  THAT DEMOCRACY AID ALONE CAN CREATE OR SUSTAIN A DEMOCRATIC  RE
GIME "UT SUCH AID CAN HELP TO ESTABLISH SELFSUSTAINING DEMOCRATIC INSTI
TUTIONS AT ALL LEVELSvNATIONAL AND LOCALvAND IT CAN EMPOWER DOMESTIC 
ACTORS  TO MONITOR ELECTIONS DEFEND HUMAN RIGHTS PROVIDE  INDEPENDENT 
NEWS FIGHT CORRUPTION AND BE EFFECTIVE CITIZENS AND LEADERS "Y UNDER
STANDING  IN  DETAIL  THE  PAST  DISTRIBUTION  OF  53  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE 
POLICYMAKERS AND ANALYSTS CAN BETTER DETERMINE WHERE TO DIRECT FUNDS IN 
THE FUTURE IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE GREATER IMPACT 
./4%3
4HIS STUDY WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT FROM THE 5NITED 3TATES !GENCY FOR )NTERNATIONAL 
$EVELOPMENT  TO  THE  !CADEMIC  ,IAISON  /FFICE  OF  6ANDERBILT  5NIVERSITY  IN  PARTNERSHIP 
WITH THE 5NIVERSITY OF 6IRGINIA AND THE 5NIVERSITY OF 0ITTSBURGH 7E WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
!NA #AROLINA 'ARRIGA ,AURA 7ILLS AND !NDREA #ASTAGNOLA WHO OFFERED VALUABLE RESEARCH 
ASSISTANCE FOR THIS ARTICLE 7E ALSO THANK -ARGARET 3ARLES $AVID "LACK AND !NDREW 'REEN 
FOR THEIR VALUABLE COMMENTS ON AN EARLIER VERSION OF THIS ESSAY 
   *AMES -EERNIK %RIC , +RUEGER AND 3TEVE # 0OE r4ESTING -ODELS OF 53 &OREIGN 
0OLICY &OREIGN !ID $URING AND !FTER  THE #OLD 7ARs *OURNAL OF 0OLITICS    &EBRUARY 
	 u
$INORAH !ZPURU 3TEVEN % &INKEL !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON
   4HOMAS #AROTHERS 53 $EMOCRACY 0ROMOTION $URING AND !FTER "USH 7ASHING
TON  $#  #ARNEGIE  %NDOWMENT  FOR  )NTERNATIONAL  0EACE  	    AVAILABLE  AT WWW
CARNEGIEENDOWMENTORGFILESDEMOCRACY?PROMOTION?AFTER?BUSH?FINALPDF 
   3EE 3TEVEN % &INKEL !NÌBAL 0ÈREZ,I^NÀN AND -ITCHELL ! 3ELIGSON r4HE %FFECTS 
OF 53 &OREIGN !SSISTANCE ON $EMOCRACY "UILDING us 7ORLD 0OLITICS  !PRIL 
	 u 
    4HE  DATABASE  IS  AVAILABLE  AT  WWWPITTEDU~POLITICSDEMOCRACYDEMOCRACYHTML 
0ART OF  THE DATA WAS INITIALLY COMPILED BY *OHN 2ICHTER AT 53!)$ AND THE DATABASE WAS 
LATER EXPANDED BY !NDREW 'REEN A 53!)$ $EMOCRACY &ELLOW IN u 4HE DATA
BASE INCLUDES THE FUNDS ALLOCATED TO DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE BY 53!)$ )N CONSULTATION WITH 
!NDREW 'REEN WE DEVELOPED A SERIES OF AGGREGATION ROUTINES TO GENERATE YEARLY TOTALS FOR 
A	 $' SPENDING AT THE COUNTRY LEVEL B	 $' SUBSECTORS ;%LECTIONS 2ULE OF ,AW #IVIL 3O
CIETY AND 'OVERNANCE= AT THE COUNTRY LEVEL C	 NON$' SECTORS ;!GRICULTURE AND %CONOMIC 
'ROWTH %DUCATION %NVIRONMENT (EALTH (UMANITARIAN !SSISTANCE (UMAN 2IGHTS AND 
#ONFLICT -ANAGEMENT  AND -ITIGATION=  AT  THE  COUNTRY  LEVEL  D	  PROGRAMS  THAT  OPERATE  AT 
THE REGIONAL LEVEL ;IN ANY OF THE FIELDS JUST DESCRIBED= AND E	 PROGRAMS THAT OPERATE AT THE 
SUBREGIONAL LEVEL ;IN ANY OF THE FIELDS=
   !LTHOUGH 53!)$ IS THE MAIN CHANNEL FOR 53 DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE IT SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT NOT ALL $' MONEY GOES THROUGH 53!)$ 7E DO NOT INCLUDE FUNDING FROM OTHER 
INSTITUTIONS  SUCH  AS  THE  .ATIONAL  %NDOWMENT  FOR  $EMOCRACY  .%$	  !CCORDING  TO  THE 
DATA PRESENTED BY THE ANNUAL REPORT ON 53 /VERSEAS ,OANS AND 'RANTS FUNDS ALLOCATED 
INTERNATIONALLY BY .%$ BETWEEN  AND  REPRESENTED ON AVERAGE  PERCENT OF THE 
ANNUAL 53!)$ $EMOCRACY  AND 'OVERNANCE  BUDGET  DURING  THE  SAME  PERIOD  3EE  *AMES 
3COTT  AND  #ARRIE  3TEELE  r!SSISTING  $EMOCRATS  OR  2ESISTING  $ICTATORS  4HE  .ATURE  AND 
)MPACT OF $EMOCRACY 3UPPORT BY THE 5NITED 3TATES .ATIONAL %NDOWMENT FOR $EMOCRACY 
us $EMOCRATIZATION  !UGUST 	 u
   3EE 4ABLE ! 53!)$ $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE AS A 0ERCENTAGE OF THE 4OTAL !ID 2E
CEIVED BY 2EGIONS u	 4HIS AND OTHER SUPPLEMENTARY GRAPHICS ARE AVAILABLE AT 
WWWJOURNALOFDEMOCRACYORGARTICLESGRATIS!ZPURU'RAPHICSPDF
   3EE 4ABLE " 53 $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE BY 2EGION u	 AND 4ABLE # 2E
CIPIENTS OF 53!)$ $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE u	 AT WWWJOURNALOFDEMOCRACYORG
ARTICLESGRATIS!ZPURU'RAPHICSPDF
   0ETER * "URNELL $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE )NTERNATIONAL #OOPERATION FOR $EMOCRATI
ZATION ,ONDON &RANK #ASS 	
   4HE AREA OF %LECTIONS AND 0OLITICAL 0ROCESSES  INCLUDES ACTIVITIES CORRESPONDING  TO 
VARIOUS  ASPECTS  OF  ELECTORAL  ASSISTANCE  SUPPORT  FOR  THE DEVELOPMENT OF  A  POLITICALPARTY 
SYSTEM AND LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION 2ULE OF ,AW INCLUDES HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAMS AND 
FUNDING  FOR  LEGAL  AND  JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENT #IVIL 3OCIETY  INCLUDES PROGRAMS PROMOTING 
INDEPENDENT MASS MEDIA CIVIC EDUCATION AND LABOR AND 'OVERNANCE A VERY BROAD CAT
EGORY	  COVERS  ANTICORRUPTION PROJECTS  DECENTRALIZATION  AND  LOCALGOVERNMENT  ACTIVITIES 
AMONG OTHERS
   3EE 4ABLE $ $ISTRIBUTION OF 53 $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE BY 3ECTOR u	 AT 
WWWJOURNALOFDEMOCRACYORGARTICLESGRATIS!ZPURU'RAPHICSPDF
    4HIS  FIGURE  PROBABLY  UNDERESTIMATES  THE  CONTINUITY  AMONG  RECIPIENTS  SINCE  OUR 
OBSERVATIONS ARE  LIMITED  TO  THE PERIOD FROM   THROUGH  3PACE  LIMITS PREVENT US 
FROM DISCUSSING VOLATILITY IN LEVELS OF INVESTMENT WHICH IS A DIFFERENT BUT CLOSELY RELATED 
ISSUE THAT DESERVES CAREFUL ATTENTION
